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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Higher inflation to keep ECB hawks in the driving seat 

USD Risk aversion to keep USD well bid as Fed remains hawkish  

JPY Watching for more intervention  

GBP Plunging towards parity. Waiting for a BoE reaction.         

 

Overnight comment – GBP on the ropes  

UST yields continued their relentless march higher during the Asian session, with 
2yr yields moving above 4.3%. The higher yields kept Asian equity markets under 
pressure. Higher yields and safe haven demand kept the DXY index pushing higher. 
In the Asian session GBP/USD was relatively stable initially but plunged mid-
session to a record low at 1.035. A partial recovery saw the pair trade around 
1.06 as Europe opens (See Currency Comment for more details). In Japan, 
Finance Minister Suzuki said that Governor Kuroda was also concerned about the 
yen’s rapid drop and that he would continue to watch markets with a sense of 
urgency and act as needed. The BoJ continues to buy large volumes of JGBs to 
keep yields pegged. Japan’s composite PMI edged higher in September. USD/JPY 
edged a little higher through much of the session but ended little changed, 
sitting around 143.95.  
 
The IMM data as of 20 September showed investors turning more positive on EUR 
but not JPY. GBP positioning was slightly less negative on the week. In Italy, the 
Brothers of Italy won the election and Giorgia Meloni will become the new PM at the 
head of a right-wing coalition. EUR/USD looked to be been primarily driven by GBP 
developments through the session, with the election result widely expected. EGB 
yields opened higher but Italian BTPs performed in line with Bunds. Meloni’s recent 
comments have indicated a willingness to maintain the bulk of Draghi’s reforms. 
EUR/USD sits at 0.9645 as European trade gets underway.       

          

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

GE – IFO (DI, Sep) 86.0/88.5 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. The BoE’s Tenreyro speaks on Monday evening but she is schedule to talk 
about climate change. It will be interesting to see if she makes any additional 
comments on policy and especially given developments since Thursday’s hike. The 
IFO index is likely to indicate additional pain for the Eurozone’s largest economy. A 
German recession is a near certainty. We expect that it will drag the eurozone into 
recession too, despite the steady drip of fiscal policy easing through the year. ECB 
speakers include Guindos, Nagel, Panetta, De Cos and Lagarde all speak today.       
  
US. Today’s limited, second tier US data are unlikely to get much of a look in. With 
the Fed trying to tighten financial conditions the firmer US dollar is a help and thus it 
is still far too early to talk about co-ordinated intervention. That said the number of 
countries that would like a firmer currency is growing and US financial conditions are 
now unambiguously tight. Once the Fed gets over the inflation hump, it may suit a 
majority of countries for the US dollar to weaken. The Fed’s Collins, Bostic, Logan 
and Mester are all due to speak on Monday.   
     

Market Summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
GBP crisis   
Over the weekend, new Chancellor Kwarteng indicated a willingness to double down, saying “There’s more to come” 
referring to tax cuts. Truss and Kwarteng appear quite ideologically driven. They seem determined to introduce 
Thatcherite economic policies, without any appreciation of the fact that that the 2010s are not the 1970s and with none 
of Thatcher’s concern for the public purse. The Chancellor’s interview over the weekend suggests minimal likelihood of 
a climb down by the government in the near term.  
 
This leaves the BoE as the most likely source of a near-term response to recent market developments if there is to be 
one. However, the BoE’s anti-inflationary rhetoric has lacked the clarity in recent months in sharp contrast to the 
unswerving focus of the Federal Reserve.  
 
The last time the UK intervened in the currency markets, it did so to try and keep GBP in the ERM. This time round GBP 
is free-floating which implies much less likelihood of intervention. Generally G7 countries have a strong preference for 
market-determined exchange rates and that remains the case. This leaves verbal intervention or an intermeeting rate 
hike as the policy options. The drop in GBP over the past few weeks will have added as much as 0.5% to inflation in 
coming months. The Bank already has an inflation problem.  
 
BoE commentary this week will be a major market focus. There are a wide range of BoE speakers due this week 
including external member Tenreyro on climate change (17.00, 26-Sep), Chief Economist Pill on monetary policy (12.00, 
27-Sep), Deputy Governor Cunliffe on technology (09.15, 28-Sep), new external member Dhingra on an LSE panel 
(19.00, 28-Sep), Deputy Governor Ramsden on real-time data (12.30, 29-Sep) and Executive Director of Markets 
Hauser speaks on the BoE balance sheet (13.00, 29-Sep). If the Bank is minded to make a statement on recent market 
developments, it will come from the Governor. The market is pricing an inter-meeting hike and given the elevated 
uncertainly UK markets will remain illiquid in the short-term.  
 
After the sell-off in Gilts last week this week’s auctions also become trigger points for additional stress. There is an index 
linked auction on 27-Sep and 3 bill auctions on 30-Sep. Investors will be watching the 8.00am Gilt market open carefully. 
In the short run GBP looks set to continue to threaten parity. 
           

 

GBP/USD approaching a 50-year low…         ..as yields soar  

  

Source: Bloomberg 
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FX forecasts (as of 31 Aug) Current Q4 22 Q1 23 Q2 23 Q3 23

USD/JPY 139 135 131 127 125

EUR/USD 1.00 1.01 1.03 1.05 1.07

GBP/USD 1.16 1.19 1.23 1.26 1.30

EUR/GBP 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.83 0.82

EUR/JPY 139 136 135 133 134

GBP/JPY 161 161 161 160 163
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